MODIFIED SEQUENTIAL FLOATING SEARCH ALGORITHM WITH A NOVEL RANKING METHOD
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ABSTRACT. Feature selection plays a critical role in pattern classification. Of the various feature selection methods, the sequential floating search (SFS) method is perhaps the most well-known and widely adopted. This paper proposes a feature selection method combining feature ranking and SFS. The proposed feature ranking approach adopts the new idea of false features to rank features based on their importance, and then applies SFS to features that are less important or of lower rank. This approach overcomes issues with the original SFS and extracts more critical features. In addition, most feature selection methods do not consider the problem of multi-class classification. As a result, these methods have difficulty achieving good performance when dealing with a greater variety of classes. Therefore, this study adopts a one-against-all strategy to address this issue. The proposed approach divides multi-class classification into several binary classifications and adopts feature selection to derive individual feature subsets. This strategy achieves satisfactory performance in experimental simulations.
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1. Introduction. The choice of a suitable classification algorithm and feature selection is often the key to success in pattern classification. There are currently a variety of pattern classification methods, including nearest neighbors (NN) [1,2], k-nearest neighbors (KNN) [3,4], condensed nearest neighbor (CNN) [5], multilayer perception (MLP) [6] and support vector machines (SVM) [7,8]. The process of selecting an appropriate classification algorithm should consider not only the accuracy of the classifier, but also the equally important considerations of the time required for training and testing. For more discussions on classification algorithms, refer to [2]. This study focuses on the process of feature selection. A successful feature selection improves classification accuracy and extracts the critical features that users are concerned with. For instance, in the analysis research of DNA sequence, feature selection makes it possible to locate the segments on the sequence or the types of amino acids that may lead to certain diseases [9,10], or select the genes that may lead to certain diseases from the data of microarray [11]. Another example is text categorization, in which feature selection makes it possible to extract the keywords contributing to text classification [12-15]. In addition, feature selection not only selects the features that users are most interested in, but also saves time in training and testing the classifier, and reduces the memory space required for data storage.
Researchers have proposed many feature selection methods in recent years [9-24] while other have tested and compared these methods [12-20]. A feature selection algorithm involves the following four important steps (Figure 1) [16]. First, create a feature subset generated from an original feature set, then evaluate the subset to see if it matches the stopping criterion. If it does, proceed to result validation; otherwise, regenerate a new subset for evaluation and re-estimate it until the stopping criterion is met.

![Figure 1. Four important steps in a feature selection algorithm](image)

Guyon and Elisseeff [17] categorized feature selection algorithms as wrappers, filters and hybrid algorithms. The following discussion provides a brief introduction to these feature selection algorithms.

1. **Wrappers:** The wrappers method extracts the best feature subset by adopting a specific searching strategy and performing constant evaluation [25-28]. These strategies include sequential floating search [25], adaptive floating search [26], branch and bound [27] and genetic algorithm [28], etc.

2. **Filters:** The filters method ranks the importance of the features according to their statistical criteria or information-theoretic criteria [29,30]. This method usually uses information gain or $X^2$ statistic to extract the features in text categorization [12-14].

3. **Hybrid:** The hybrid method extracts several feature subsets by combining both filters and wrappers through an independent feature evaluation method. The hybrid method extracts the best feature subset by processing the classification algorithm. This strategy is performed repeatedly until it is unable to obtain any better feature subsets [31,32].

The sequential forward floating search (SFFS) and sequential backward floating search (SBFS) algorithms proposed by Pudil et al. are the most widely adopted of these three methods [25]. In these two methods, users first set up a criterion function (e.g., the classification accuracy) and search for the best feature subset by constantly adding or removing a certain feature. When SFFS (or SBFS) evaluates the criterion function after adding (or removing) a feature from the feature set, the same performance of criterion function may be derived by different features. However, users do not have the necessary information to decide which feature to add (or remove) first. For example, to classify the Chinese characters “¥” and “¥” in Figure 2, this study adopts SBFS and classification accuracy as the criteria function for SBFS. The accuracy rate can be increased by removing a single feature in the character areas of a, b or c. However, no additional information was provided to the users to distinguish the feature in which character areas is to be first removed. Therefore, in the end, the users must decide which character areas to be removed first. This issue often arises in classification problems, such as character recognition.

This study proposes a hybrid feature selection algorithm to overcome the problems listed above. Feature ranking is the first stage of this algorithm, and feature selection is the second. This study proposes a new feature ranking algorithm based on the concept of false features. This new feature ranking algorithm ranks each feature according to its importance, giving users the necessary information to decide which feature in the character areas should be removed first when they encounter the problems listed in Figure 2. In
addition, the feature selection stage chooses those less important features to process the SBFS algorithm. As a result, this method can accurately extract critical features and increase the accuracy rate at the same time.

This study attempts to solve another problem occurring in feature selection algorithms. For most feature selection algorithms, the classification problem, which is either binary or multi-class classification, is not considered prior. When the classes of classification increase, it is difficult to achieve satisfactory performance for many feature selection methods. Consider the following example to illustrate this issue. Figure 3 shows four similar classes of Chinese characters to be classified. The critical area of character in Figure 3(a) on the right upper part (the block in pink) is for identifying the character “犬”. For character “太” (Figure 3(b)) the critical area is the lower middle part. However, if we want to deal with these four characters at the same time, most feature selection algorithms cannot classify them by selecting just a few critical areas. Our simulations indicate that when there are a greater variety of character classes, most feature selection algorithms select more features as the feature subset for classification. Therefore, the meaning of feature selection is lost and the expected results cannot be achieved.

This study proposes a one-against-all strategy for feature selection to overcome this problem. The key point of this strategy is to partition the multi-class classification into several binary sub-classifications. Assuming that we have $N$ classes, it is possible to generate $N$ binary sub-classifications from the training dataset. An individual feature subset can be extracted for each binary sub-classification. During the result validation stage, a more appropriate feature subset is used for the corresponding sub-classification to improve the testing performance.

2. The Proposed Hybrid Sequential Backward Floating Search. This section presents a hybrid sequential backward floating search (HSBFS) algorithm. This algorithm includes two stages: feature ranking and feature selection. HSBFS gradually extracts a critical feature subset through the iterative process of feature ranking and feature selection. This study uses the nearest neighbor (NN) method as the classification method.
and uses the accuracy rate as the criterion function for evaluation. The following section introduces detailed steps of the HSBFS.

2.1. Feature ranking method with false feature. This study proposes a novel feature ranking method based on false features. The purpose of this approach is to rank the importance of all the features and select those of lesser importance to further execute the SBFS algorithm. The steps are listed as below:

**Step 1:** Assume that the original feature set contains \( D \) features. Then put \( m \) false features artificially into the \( D \) original features as the new full feature set. “False feature” means the feature is set to 0 in this case. The full feature set includes \( D + m \) features, and the value of \( m \) can be customized by the users. It was set as \( m = 5 \) in this paper.

**Step 2:** Randomly generate \( K \) feature subsets from the full feature set. Denote each feature subset as \( S \), which includes \( n \) features to be selected randomly from the full set (a feature can be reselected from the full set). The values \( K \) and \( n \) can be customized by users, and were set at \( K = 640 \) and \( n = 0.25D \) in this paper.

**Step 3:** For a feature subset \( S \), the classifier is constructed by nearest neighbor method and obtains a corresponding accuracy rate \( Acc(S) \).

**Step 4:** After obtaining accuracy rates \( Acc(S) \) for all feature subsets, evaluate the importance of each feature \( f \) (includes \( m \) false features) using the following formula:

\[
importance(f) = \frac{\sum_{S \in \Lambda(f)} Acc(S)}{\left| \Lambda(f) \right|}
\]

where \( \Lambda(f) \) is the collection of all generated subsets that incorporate \( f \), and \( \left| \Lambda(f) \right| \) is the number of these subsets. The larger the \( importance(f) \) is, the more important the feature \( f \) is.

**Step 5:** Calculate the average importance of false features, \( T \), from \( m \) false features.

**Step 6:** In \( D \) original features, generate the subset \( U \) by selecting the features with the importance less than \( T \), and then process the feature selection with SBFS.

2.2. Processing feature selection with SBFS. Although the process of the feature selection stage is generally the same as the original SBFS, there are still some small details that are different. We list all these differences below.

(1) When executing SBFS, the removable feature is only for the features in the subset \( U \).

(2) In the stage of searching for the removable features, removing a feature \( f \) can increase the accuracy rate (criterion function) or let it remain the same. We marked feature \( f \) as the removable candidate.

(3) For these features marked as removable candidates, the feature is selected to remove if it achieves the highest accuracy rate after the removal. If some features reach the same accuracy rate after the removal, remove the lowest importance feature first.

(4) In searching for an addable feature, the requirement is that the accuracy rate must be improved after adding any feature \( f \).

(5) After executing SBFS, terminate the HSBFS algorithm if no more features need to be removed or added. Otherwise, re-execute the feature ranking stage and feature selection stage.

A key to the success of this algorithm is whether the feature ranking is effective. Our previous research on attractive faces classification [33] (in Appendix I) used similar computing concepts to Equation (1) and successfully ranked the influential features in attractive faces classification. The current study further combines a new concept of false features. If any particular feature is less important than the average of the false features,
we can reasonably assume that information for that feature is lacking. Without examining all the features, only a subset consisting of less important features is given to execute SBFS.

In addition, because the removable features are already extracted from the less important ones in feature selection stage, we only add a feature for sure when we know that the accuracy rate will increase. This kind of requirement is much stricter than that for removing features. Compared with the original SBFS, HSBFS achieves better accuracy rates and selects more critical features in our simulations.

3. The Feature Selection Strategy to Address the Multi-Class Classification. Most feature selection methods do not distinguish whether issues are caused by binary classification or multi-class classification. Experimental simulations indicate that the greater the number of classes for multi-class classification, the greater the difficulty in feature selection. Therefore, this study adopts a “one-against-all” strategy to overcome this issue. This strategy has been successfully adopted for pattern classification techniques such as SVM [7,8]. Therefore, we used the same concept to design a feature selection strategy to address the multi-class classification problem.

Assuming that there are \( N \) classes in the dataset, generate \( N \) binary sub-classifications, where each binary sub-classification (class \( i \) for instance) involves the dataset of class \( i \) and class \( non-i \). Class \( non-i \) represents all other data patterns not belonging to class \( i \). Next, use HSBFS and NN to extract individual feature subset to each sub-classification. Because the selected feature subsets of each sub-classification are different from the feature amounts, this study proposes a process to classify data pattern in the testing stage (Figure 4). We sent the data pattern \( x \) to each independent sub-classifier to calculate the corresponding \( membership(i) \). The formula is listed below:

\[
\text{membership}(i) = \frac{d_{non-i}}{d_i + d_{non-i}}
\]

(2)

where

\[
d_i = \min_{\mathbf{x}_j \in \text{Class } i} ||\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_j||,
\]

(3)

\[
d_{non-i} = \min_{\mathbf{x}_k \in \text{Class non-}i} ||\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{x}_k||
\]

(4)

where \( d_i \) is the shortest distance between \( x \) and the data pattern belongs to class \( i \) in the \( i \)th sub-classifier, and \( d_{non-i} \) is the shortest distance to class \( non-i \). The bigger the membership, the higher the possibility that \( x \) belongs to class \( i \). Select the class with the largest membership as the classified class to data pattern \( x \). The formula is shown as below:

\[
i^* = \text{Arg} \max_{i=1,...,N} \text{membership}(i)
\]

(5)

where \( i^* \) is the classified class to data pattern \( x \).

4. Experimental Results. The experimental simulations in this study compared the SBFS and HSBFS algorithms. The parameters of the HSBFS algorithm were \( M = 5 \), \( n = 64 \) and \( K = 640 \). The datasets for the experiment consisted of combinations of ten similar Chinese characters selected from the ETL9b [34] handwritten Chinese characters database, where each class includes 200 handwritten Chinese characters. Figure 5 shows some examples of these characters, while Table 1 shows the four different datasets generated for simulation. The experimental simulations in this study partitioned each dataset into a training dataset and testing dataset. To extract feature subsets using feature selection methods, we used half of the data patterns in the training dataset and the nearest neighbor (NN) method [1,2] as the classification method to build a classifier. The
remaining data patterns in the training dataset were used to estimate the accuracy rate as a criterion function of the feature selection method. After extracting the feature subset using the specific feature selection method, the training dataset and the extracted feature subset were integrated to build a classifier for testing and obtain validation results from the testing dataset.

Figure 4. The process of classifying data pattern \( x \) in the testing stage

Figure 5. Some examples of ten classes of Chinese characters from ETL9b database
Table 1. Four datasets generated for experimental simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Number of Class</th>
<th>Character Label</th>
<th>Number of Training Data</th>
<th>Number of Testing Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>太, 大</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>太, 大, 大</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>太, 大, 大, 大, 天</td>
<td>667</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset 4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>太, 大, 大, 天, 天, 天, 天, 天, 天</td>
<td>1,333</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each character image, we adopted the non-linear normalization technique [35] to normalize it to a size of 64×64. Each character image was then divided into 16×16 blocks (Figure 6). Each block consisted of 4×4 pixels, and compiled the numbers of the black pixels in each blocks to be the features [36]. If a block contains more black pixels, then the corresponding feature value is large. For examples, Figure 6 shows that the feature value of block ‘a’ is 10 because more than half of pixels are black pixels within block ‘a’. And the feature value of block ‘b’ is 0, because there are no black pixels within block ‘b.’ A character image finally consists of 256 features (i.e., 16×16 blocks), whose values range from 0 to 16; each feature represents the information of a certain area (block) in a character image. Therefore, if a certain block is the critical area for classifying (e.g., block ‘a’), the feature selection method should extract the corresponding feature. On other hand, the corresponding feature would not be extracted if the block is not the critical area for classifying (e.g., block ‘b’). The following discussion presents the results of the experimental simulation.

Dataset 1: Dataset 1 included the Chinese characters ‘大’ and ‘太’. Figure 5 shows some examples of two Chinese characters from the ETL9b database. For further analysis, the bottom of the central area of character image is the critical area to classify the characters ‘大’ and ‘太’ (Figure 7). If a feature selection method extracted more critical features from this area, the recognition result should be more accurate. Table 2 shows the simulation results of Dataset 1. Each of the two feature selection algorithms improved the accuracy rate after selecting its feature subset. SBFS extracted fewer features, but HSBFS obtained a higher accuracy rate than SBFS. Besides, HSBFS also spent less time than SBFS in seeking the corresponding feature subset.

Figure 8 displays the corresponding feature subsets selected by the two algorithms to verify the simulation results. If an algorithm selects a feature in the feature subset, the corresponding character area to this feature is labeled in pink. Examining the pink areas in the character image reveals which areas (i.e., features) are selected by the feature selection
Figure 7. The critical area to classify the characters ‘太’ and ‘犬’.

Table 2. Simulation results from Dataset 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 1</th>
<th>Without Feature Selection</th>
<th>SBFS</th>
<th>HSBFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>68.66</td>
<td>82.09</td>
<td>91.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>0.8 hour</td>
<td><strong>0.4 hour</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Feature subset selected by (a) SBFS; (b) HSBFS

algorithms, and whether the algorithms really select the critical features for classification. A comparison of HSBFS and SBFS clearly shows that most of the features extracted by HSBFS are located in the bottom of the central area (Figure 8(b)). Obviously, this is the critical area for classifying the characters ‘太’ and ‘犬’. This is a reasonable explanation why HSBFS obtained a higher accuracy rate than SBFS.

**Dataset 2:** Dataset 2 includes the character ‘犬’ in addition to the characters ‘太’ and ‘犬’.

Table 3 shows the simulation results from Dataset 2, while Figure 9 shows the two feature subsets chosen by SBFS and HSBFS, respectively. These two feature selection methods increased the accuracy rate, but the effectiveness of SBFS was more limited. SBFS also extracted fewer features, while HSBFS obtained a higher accuracy rate and required less time for computation.

Table 3. Simulation results from Dataset 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 2</th>
<th>Without Feature Selection</th>
<th>SBFS</th>
<th>HSBFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>63.5</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td><strong>79.5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>1.8 hours</td>
<td><strong>0.8 hour</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the classes have been increased to three groups in this problem, both methods extracted more features. Therefore, we adopted HSBFS and the one-against-all strategy. Table 4 shows the result after applying HSBFS in combination with the one-against-all strategy. The one-against-all strategy individually extracted 34, 59 and 39 features for the ‘太’, ‘犬’ and ‘犬’ sub-classifications, respectively. Figure 10 shows the selected feature subsets of these three classes. The feature subset selected to discriminate class
Table 4. Simulation result of Dataset 2 by applying one-against-all strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 2</th>
<th>HSBFS with one-against-all strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>Class 太</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>1.4 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10. Feature subset selected for (a) Class ‘太’; (b) Class ‘大’; (c) Class ‘夕’

‘太’ from another two classes ‘大’ and ‘夕’ is mainly located in the lower central area (see Figure 10(a)); the features mainly located in the upper right part are selected for the feature subset to discriminate class ‘夕’ from ‘太’ and ‘大’ (see Figure 10(c)). The feature subset selected to discriminate class ‘夕’ from the other two classes covers the two above-mentioned areas (see Figure 10(b)). These results perfectly matched our intuition and expectations. In addition, the accuracy rate increased from 79.5% to 88%.

Dataset 3: Dataset 3 includes the characters ‘太’, ‘大’, ‘夕’, ‘足’ and ‘八’. Table 5 shows the simulation results of Dataset 3. Figure 11 shows the selected feature subset from SBFS and HSBFS, respectively. The number of features increased, while the disparity between HSBFS and SBFS in terms of the accuracy rate decreased. Table 6 lists the results of implementing the one-against-all strategy with HSBFS. There are 62, 67, 61, 16 and 18 features to be extracted from the five sub-classifications, respectively. Figure 12 shows the selected feature subsets of the five classes. When using the one-against-all strategy, the accuracy rate increased from 81.74% to 89.22%. At the same time, comparing the results of Figures 11(b) and 12(a)-12(e) shows that adopting the one-against-all strategy can really help users identify the critical features they are interested in. This method is also perfectly suited to overcoming the multi-class classification problem.

Dataset 4: Dataset 4 includes 10 similar characters. Table 7 shows the simulation results from Dataset 4. There was a greater number of selected features and not such a significant increase in the accuracy rate of SBFS or HSBFS. After adopting the one-against-all strategy (see Table 8), the accuracy rate increased from 80.51% to 88.61% and there were less selected features. For classes ‘足’ and ‘目’, only 15 and 9 features were selected to deal with the corresponding sub-classifications, respectively.
Table 5. Simulation results from Dataset 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 3</th>
<th>Without Feature Selection</th>
<th>SBFS</th>
<th>HSBFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>73.35</td>
<td>79.04</td>
<td>81.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>7 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.1 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Simulation result of Dataset 3 by applying one-against-all strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 3</th>
<th>HSBFS with one-against-all strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>Class 太</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>89.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>11.6 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 11. Feature subset selected by (a) SBFS; (b) HSBFS

Figure 12. Feature subset selected for (a) Class ‘太’; (b) Class ‘王’; (c) Class ‘大’; (d) Class ‘天’; (e) Class ‘木’

Table 7. Simulation results from Dataset 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 4</th>
<th>Without Feature Selection</th>
<th>SBFS</th>
<th>HSBFS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>77.06</td>
<td>77.51</td>
<td>80.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>68 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 8. Simulation result of Dataset 4 by applying one-against-all strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset 4</th>
<th>HSBFS with one-against-all strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Selected Features</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of Test Data (%)</td>
<td>88.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computational Time for Feature Selection</td>
<td>80 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. **Conclusion.** This study is the first to introduce the HSBFS algorithm. This algorithm is able to overcome the problems involved in sequential floating search and can extract the critical feature subset more accurately and effectively. This study also adopts a one-against-all strategy to improve the effectiveness of feature selection methods and address the multi-class classification problem. The accuracy rates in three experimental simulations increased by at least 8%. Although these simulations show that the proposed one-against-all strategy provides satisfactory performance, the computational cost is expensive if the class number is large. To overcome this limitation, the one-against-all strategy makes it possible to accomplish training on decomposed classes in parallel processing. Another way to decrease computational cost is to reduce the amount of data in the training data set. Therefore, for training a binary sub-classification (Class $i$ for instance), it is possible to select part of relative classes as Class $\text{non-}i$, instead of using all other data patterns that do not belong to Class $i$.
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